
CONFUCT AND COOPERATION IN LABOR RELATIONS
BY BENJAMIN M. SELEKMAN

IF ANY one problem may be termed
the central challenge facing indus-
try in our confused and troubled

times, would it not be this: How can we
achieve in the daily activity of the shop
the cooperation prerequisite to realizing
both full production and maximum hu-
man satisfaction? Is not the positive
endeavor to build such cooperation
more significant than any negative at-
tack on the disturbances resulting from
our failure yet to achieve it?

Certainly everyone urges cooperation,
yet on all too wide a scale conflict con-
fronts us. Labor relationships since
V-J Day have been cast so predomi-
nantly into patterns of conflict that re-
strictive regulation appears to many far
more attuned to present-day realities
than an exploration of the factors by
which men may be welded into the co-
operating corps of peacetime producers.
Labor "monopolies," industry-wide
strikes, wage drives, interunion rival-
ries, political ferment, continuous or-
ganizing campaigns, the unremitting
drive for power — here is a framework
hardly conducive to cooperation.

Yet, granting all this, the fact remains
that today's disturbances are part of a
time of transition. The power of or-
ganized labor represents a very recent
acquisition and one, we cannot recall
too often, attained under the aegis of
favoring legislation during years of up-
heaval — of world depression, world
war, and world revolution. If these ex-
ternal forces have sharp»ened the fer-
ment, they also testify to the relative
moderation of the goals at which labor
still aims. Against the programs of Com-
munist Russia, or even of West-Euro-

pean socialism, the pressure of unions in
the United States for progressive im-
provement in the status of the "common
man" still fits squarely within the tradi-
tional American creed.

In the United States too, of course,
the workers by the sheer weight of their
ever-growing numbers and their organ-
ized power may become the arbiters of
national destiny. If the conflict pat-
terns of transition prove enduring, we
shall undoubtedly be forced into un-
wonted ways of reg;ulation and prohibi-
tion. For no society can long tolerate
stalemate or recurrent paralysis. But if
we rely solely upon punitive restrictions,
we must realize that such regulation
represents one more surrender to "let-
ting the government do it." We shall be
seeking, moreover, to regulate not ma-
terial goods, not monetary prices, not
competition in enterprise, but rather
the labor inseparable from the laboring
men in their organized hvmdreds of
thousands. All experience has thus far
proved such intervention to be ineffec-
tive in a democracy and incompatible
with the democratic spirit.

Fortunately, however, the direction
in the evolution of our affairs is not in-
evitably set. Therefore, before permit-
ting conflict in a time of transition to
hold us within the confines of a choice
so loaded against everything for which
democracy historically has stood, would
we not be well advised to explore the
possibilities of fostering cooperation
within the spreading framework of col-
lective bargaining? Perhaps the harried
administrator may say he cannot wait
upon experiment in labor relations.
The best we now can bring to his relief.
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he may feel, is doomed to prove "too
little and too late." But such prognosti-
cations were revealed to be overpessi-
mistic in the area of international con-
flict; they may be just as defeatist on the
domestic front.

The alternatives, moreover, are not
necessarily mutually exclusive. Even if
we must handle a period of dominant
conflict by "sweating it out," or even if
we experiment with legislative machin-
ery and establish curbs upon real abuses,
would it not pay us simultaneously to
explore methods for improving labor
relations?

At any rate, the very dimensions of
our industrial achievement challenge a
surrender to defeatism. Why do not
management and labor, who together
can turn out so great a flow of goods and
services, develop the cooperative spirit?
This certainly is a question we cannot
afford to leave unasked.

Paradox Implied in Cooperation
Never before have men been inter-

locked in so all-embracing a system of
physical cooperation. Every schoolboy
learns of the far-flung interdependence
by which division of labor supplies his
wants through an intricate, integrated
chain of activities carried forward each
day by men working in mills and at as-
sembly lines, in warehouses and behind
store counters, on the land and under it,
over the roads and on the seas. But
when in the course of time that same
boy assumes his role as an adult worker,
the concrete cooperative activity that
links him with other men at work does
not generate cooperative sentiments in
him. On the contrary, the cooperation
of the work-activity seems to engender,
as it were, the conflict of the work-rela-
tionship—a challenging paradox indeed.

In most other human organizations

that thus combine individuals for a-
chieving mutually advantageous objec-
tives, cooperation appears indigenous.
It reveals itself as a pervasive, familiar
form of human behavior, a type of ac-
tivity that stems from relationships
among individuals combining in ijroups
to promote common goals. Viewed in
this fundamental perspective, the co-
operation so anxiously sought in indus-
try represents a variant of the purposive
association through which, even within
our highly individualistic society, man
interacts with other men from childhood
on through life in satisfying his many
diverse needs: through the lEamily,
church, neighborhood, social club,
trade or professional association, labor
union, political party — and workshop.

But is cooperation in any of these con-
texts ever unalloyed, unfailingly steeled
against stresses and strains?

In Other Social Institutions. It is in
the family, of all institutions, that living
together and working together engen-
der the most deeply rooted loyalties, the
closest cohesiveness, the most sfKjntane-
ous cooperation. Here cooperation
springs naturally from the character of
the relationships binding individuals
one to the other. Here we see ccxtpera-
tion for what it essentially is — behavior
evoked by positive interpersonal rela-
tionships motivated implicitly by com-
mon goals and purposes. The goals
satisfy deep-seated inner drives — crav-
ings for kinship, for sharing common
experiences, as well as basic biologic
instincts. The goals also receive social
approbation.

Even in the family, however, the same
close relationships that generate a pre-
dominant will for cooperation also stir
undercurrents of antagonism. "Problem
children," for instance, are now accepted
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as youngsters essentially in emotional
conflict — a conflict engendered by
clashing sentiments toward parents,
brothers, and sisters. Tbe so-called ado-
lescent revolt embodies an even more
fundamental conflict, rising from tbe
contrary tugs of affection for the parent
and of resistance to tbe parent's author-
ity as the individual reaches tbe tbresb-
old of maturity. In many ramifying
manifestations, some conscious, others
unconscious, tbe family tbus evokes af-
fection and resentment, sacrifice and
possessiveness, favoritism and jealousy
— sentiments tbat generate contradic-
tory impulses for behavior.

Similarly in other social institutions
— tbe church, tbe club, tbe neigbbor-
bood association, tbe fraternity — tbe
antagonisms of factions and cliques of-
ten crisscross tbe larger circles of coop-
erating activity. Everywhere, as men
relate one to another in tbe diverse
activities tbat constitute daily living, we
find loyalty and rebellion, devotion and
disaffection, cooperation and conflict,
reflected as intermesbed entities in the
behavior of individuals. Always tbe
conjunctive "and" proves tbe strategic
word, as throughout life tbese seeming-
ly incongruous sentiments appear to-
gether in every social relationship.

Examining more closely these forces
at work in the family and otber institu-
tions, we discover that the cooperative
sentiments are proportional to the sense
of belonging to a community developed
among the constituent individuals in
each instance — to tbe sense of common
interest in common goals. The stronger
this sense of community, tbe greater the
degree of cooperation; tbe weaker this
sense of community, the greater tbe
friction — the pulling and hauling of
individuals and factions.

The manifestations of conflict also

take impress from the closeness of the
relationships binding the individuals in
each association. In tbe family, for in-
stance, negative sentiments rarely find
open acceptance; instead, all the social
sanctions are given to the cooperation
implicit in the purposes of the institu-
tion. The antagonisms, therefore, are
generally pushed into the subconscious,
below tbe threshold of conscious feel-
ing; and the individual who feels hostile
to his kin also feels g;uilty because that
sentiment violates his code of what is
right and proper.

Import for Labor Relations. These
dynamic complexities in the general
problems of conflict and cooperation
possess the most practical import for
labor relations. At the very outset they
warn against approaching industrial
problems in any spirit of wistful search
for a sort of idealized cooperation; they
define the initial task rather as a realistic
exploration of exactly what motivations
and relationships will yield the coopera-
tion truly appropriate to modern work.
They pose the fundamental question of
the extent to which a sense of commu-
nity can be fostered in the shop — if at
all. For if negative sentiments rise even
from the close association of family life,
can the industrial administrator ever
hope completely to eliminate conflict?
Or must he not, as he seeks persistently
to promote cooperation, also be pre-
pared always to handle conflict?

The administrator must be constantly
aware (l) that the capacity for hostility
and mutuality, for conflict and cooper-
ation, root deep in the human endow-
ment; (a) that both are evoked in vary-
ing degree and in various interrelated
ways by the manifold group activities
and relationships into which the indi-
vidual is drawn in a given society; and
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(3) that the shop, as one form of such
association, furnishes typical outlets
for conflict and cooperation alike. To
trace the particular problems of shop
relations to the very roots of human
behavior in social living need not dis-
may us. This approach, though sober-
ing our expectation, also affords a source
of encouragement. Industrial conflict
is then seen as a characteristic rather
than a catastrophic aspect of human re-
lations.

Granted that the administrator's
goals in human relations must thus be
adjusted, not to the perfectionist
"either — or," but to the realistic "both
— and" bracket of conflict with coop
eration, how can he advance the entirely
valid aim of achieving the maximum
will for cooperation, while reducing the
ever-present potential of conflict to a
minimum?

Understanding the Shop. In the
shop, as everywhere, effective controls
follow — they cannot precede — under-
standing. Consequently, it is of prime
importance for the administrator to
understand his shop precisely as a com-
munity - a community that furnishes
a particular context or environment for
behavior. He must realize that when-
ever an enterprise is launched, a com-
munity is also launched willy-nilly, an
association of men who assemble in a
given place for a given part of each day
to further certain objectives. Only
when he approaches his shop as a com-
munity can he gain insight into the
particular sentiments, feelings, and re-
lationships within that context from
which both conflict and cooperation
spring. Indeed some of the crucial
problems of human relations now con-
fronting industry stem from the fact
that the community of men at work

typically has received none of the pur-
poseful concern of management; the
community, such as it is, just grows.

At first glance, such a statement of
the matter may seem too sweeping.
Certainly the modern business execu-
tive does entertain some vague concept
of a cotnmunity. Generally he likes to
think of the company as a "family." As
his shop develops, he comes to look for
responses that imply common interests
and objectives. He is shocked, for in-
stance, when his employees fail to show
appreciation for the good conditions he
may have established — a shock that is
akin to "paternal" disappointment.
The intrusion of "outsiders" is resented.
Manifestations of "disloyalty" from the
men evoke disappointment, hurt, and
even outrage. Even more, the relation-
ships that develop in the shop should,
in management's opinion, root in in-
trinsic mutuality, with loyalty as the
natural outg;rowth. This deep-lying,
continuing desire to obtain the "to-
getherness" cemented by the ties of a
true sense of community is mirrored in
the recent use of the word "team" for
what was once called the "work-gang."

Such intuitive beliefs on the fringe
of managerial attention must now be-
come explicit, and indeed a central
concern, if industry is to make any
progress toward a better ordered rela-
tionship within the shop. Just because
it is simply impossible for men to be
brought together in any form of con-
tinuing group organization without de-
veloping the interrelationships one with
the other from which sentiments and
behavior take shape, we cannot thereby
assume that the responses of men at
work in a shop will, in and of them-
selves, become dominantly cooperative.
On the contrary, experience seems to
suggest that in industry resentments
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and hostilities flow strongly in the cur-
rents of behavior. At any rate these
sentiments can apparently be stirred
into open conflict far more readily than
the interdependence of work can be
transmuted into a conscious will to co-
operate. And so the manager, convinced
that his men "ought" to give him true
team spirit, waxes denunciatory upon
])is frequent failure to evoke it. What
is needed, however, is not exhortation,
nor condemnation either, but a matter-
of-fact, coolly rational inquiry into the
reasons for this failure and the means
of overcoming it.

Uniqueness of Shop Context. What
type of relationships between manage-
ment and men, within the growing
framework of collective bargaining,
will so recast group sentiments as to
change the current balance of conflict
and cooperation in industrial behavior?
Manifestly, extensive and systematic
research is called for if we are to un-
co\ er the factors that promote coopera-
tion on the other hand and reduce con-
flict on the other. Even a cursory
familiarity with industry bears witness
to the existence of suflicient variation
among shops and mills in these intangi-
bles of relationships to counsel specific
studies of many different companies.

Indeed, the very fact that conflict and
cooperation appear always to manifest
themselves together in human behavior
prepares one to find that in industry
also they are matters of degree, combi-
nations of more or less. Certainly some
shops face more conflict than others at
all times, while at any given time even
a generally stable cooperative shop may

' "When the Union Enters," Winter, 1945; "Ad-
ministering the Union Agreement," Spring, 1945;
"Handling Shop Grievances," Summer, 1945; "Re-
sistance to Shop Changes," Autumn, 1945; "Want-
ed: Mature Managers," Winter, 1946; "Wanted:

be shaken by an unusual degree of con
flict. Cooperation is not something at-
tained by generalized formulae applied
in a vacuum. It consists of interde-
pendent human activities carried for-
nard in a given place and in given cir-
cumstances. The shop furnishes the
context — the place and the ever-chang-
ing circumstances — within which man-
agement and men interact.

That this shop context is in each case
unique the administrator often senses,
even though the reasons for its unique-
ness may baffle him. Thus the manager
of a large textile mill, who had been
visiting establishments in his neighbor-
hood to obtain comparative wage rates,
found it "almost impossible to get the
exact picture" in any mill. Even when
comparing another branch of his own
company, situated just across the street
from his own plant and so drawing
upon the same labor supply to make the
same product, under the same instruc-
tions from the same company head-
quarters, he came back "with something
missing." "I don't know what it is," he
declared, "but there just seems to be an
individuality in each particular plant."
This individuality, which develops de-
spite technical and geographical uni-
formities, reflects the character of the
shop as a community, an interacting
association of difl̂ erent human beings.
In turn, the factors shaping the indi-
viduality of the shop also determine the
logic of the context within which con-
flict and cooperation develop.

From the beginning it has been the
purpose of this series of REVIEW arti-
cles ' to uncover the identity and char-
acter of these determining factors as
Mature Lahor Leaders," Summer, 1946. These
articles will form a suhstantial part of the author's
forthcoming book. Labor Relations and Human
Relations, to be published by the McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc. - The Editors.
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they operate in each unique shop con-
text within the fast-growing frame-
work of collective bargaining: (i) how
the personalities of men in their vary-
ing shop roles, with their codes of right
and wrong behavior, and their senti-
ments and feelings, exercise their in-
fluence; (2) how change-situations,
whether social or technolog;ical, also
exert their varying impact to kindle
emotions — fears, uncertainties, anger
— and so to find their reflection in shop
relations; (3) how, when a union seeks
entry into a shop, or when a technolog-
ical innovation is introduced, or when
external upheavals consequeot upon
war, depression, reform programs, and
so on stir internal ferment, the informal
bench groups into which men form for
offense or defense under such pressures
create problems for tbe leaders of the
formal organizations of which they are
members — union as well as company;
(4) how the varying history, traditions,
and leadership of such organizations
affect shop behavior. In their almost
infinitely varying combinations and
permutations these are some of the
major factors with which the adminis-
trator must reckon in dealing with the
human problems underlying conflict
and cooperation as he meets them from
day to day in his particular shop or
local union.

Factors Restricting Cooperation
To shift the accent of relationships

from conflict to cooperation in such a
context, involving so complex a variety
of dynamic, interacting forces, mani-
festly demands a constant awareness of
the difficulties in the way. Those diffi-
culties are sharp and numerous; and it
does not facilitate the administrator's
task that one of the chief among them
apparently roots in nothing less than

the intrinsic nature of modem produc-
tion as a system of work for satisfying
wants. For why else would so encom-
passing a framework of cooperative ac-
tivities fail to evoke the sentiments that
generally spring from the act of cooper-
ating? Somewhere there must be leaks
through which so many of the senti-
ments of mutuality are lost that the
realities of interdependence do not
fashion in the shop the spontaneous
community of men bound in a task of
basic communal significance. To trace
these leaks to their source offers one of
the most fruitful fields for study and
experimentation.

Imposed Cooperation. Such an in-
quiry may well begin with a closer ex-
amination of the character of this work
cooperation that somehow fails to en-
gender human cooperativenesii. For
while we have become widely familiar
with what we might call the physical
nature of "division of labor," we have
yet to probe its full consequences for
human effort and will in daily work.
When each man produces part of a
part, we easily agree, only coordinated
group effort can fuse the parts into a
finished product. This manifestly con-
stitutes "interdependence"; it means
that each individual producer in the
chain process must be combined witb
many of his fellows — and in the final
analysis with all of them — to complete
the age-old job of satisfying daily human
wants. But if we pass lightly over the
auxiliary verb which here proves the
strategic word —"be combined" — we
miss the significant fact that for the in-
dividual worker the act of cooperating
is passive. His linkage with otber men
tied into the process of combining labor
to produce goods is outside his own
volition. Industrial cooperation, in a
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word, begins of necessity as something
imposed upon people, rather than as a
response reflecting their own desire and
will; it is imposed both by the techni-
cal processes of present-day production,
and also by the human agency of man-
agement.

These two sources of imposed coop-
eration—the one implicit in impersonal
technology and the other explicit in
personal shop authority — may yield
the first clue for understanding why the
concrete cooperative activity that con-
stitutes daily work as western industri-
alism knows it engenders so much con-
flict. The sense of imposition may
emasculate the sense of community in
work. For unless the men in the ranks
can somehow be made to equate mana-
gerial authority with the disciplines
that further the interest of the whole
shop community, the manager becomes
the outlet for all the antagonisms po-
tential in such authority — that is, au-
thority not rendered acceptable to those
who must take orders by a sense of iden-
tification with the man who gives them,
developing from common goals and
joint purposes. In the typical dealings
between management and men the re-
sulting hostilities apparently find out-
lets through three focal sources of shop
sentiments and attitudes: (l) the actual
labor the manager tries to get from
the men under his direction; (2) the
methods by which he defines their re-
wards for that labor; and finally (3) the
relationship he thus develops with the
working citizens of a democratic society.

No Sense of Individual Effectiveness.
In exploring the hostilities potential in
modern industry, we must be careful
not to idealize the human satisfactions
in earlier societies. Man proverbially
has had to earn his bread by the sweat

of his brow, and nothing in the historic
records justifies the belief that he ever
found the toil and sweat in themselves
deeply desirable. The reduction in
bacic-breaking human costs of labor by
the development of modern industri-
alism has long been accounted one of
its outstanding benefits. None the less,
from the beginning of human experi-
ence, work has been part of the whole
effort of man to master and control his
environment in the service of his needs.
Its emotional satisfactions stem nor-
mally, therefore, from the sense of ef-
fectiveness the individual derives from
the daily round of labor.

The average worker no longer draws
this basic satisfaction from his job.^
To be sure, modem industry yields the
most soverig;n control over nature yet
achieved by man. But its sheer dimen-
sions militate against the sense of indi-
vidual effectiveness; the division of
labor spins out the total effort of satis-
fying wants to such intricate patterns
of interdependence that the individual
frequently is dwarfed. The discovery
of methods for imparting to each man
at work the feeling that he is an indis-
pensable part of the whole working
group thus looms as a major problem
for research and experiment. For un-
less he acquires that feeling, he will not
identify himself with the magnificent
effectiveness of modern industry. And
it is precisely because this sentiment of
identification does not rise spontane-
ously from the modern job that the ad-
ministrator now confronts the task of
creating consciously the sense of com-
munity among men at work.

He confronts that task, moreover,
against strong countercurrents. The

" Abram Kardiner, The Individual and His So-
ciety (New York, Columbia University Press, 1959).
pp. 50-56.
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technical methods that make production
a process involving larger and larger
segments of society have failed even to
maintain those social associations by
which the individual's daily work so
long has been done among men. In pre-
industrial society, satisfying interper-
sonal relationships of common interest
and mutual aid did flow from the innate
organization of craft production or
farm labor. To recognize this fact is by
no means to idealize the quality of
group relations that once bound to-
gether men at work (any more than the
nature of their sweat and toil); nor is
it to imply that individual discontents
and maladjustments were unfamiliar
experience in earlier days, or that mas-
ters were then incapable of sadistic
mistreatment of those who worked for
them! Our purpose is only to recall
how close group associations at the
workbench or in the farmer's field
rooted in the whole social organization.

The family, for instance, constituted
the practically sell-sufficient unit of
agricultural society. Accordingly, the
accepted authority of the father carried
over into the daily work relationship as
children assumed their allotted chores,
as the wife and daughters fabricated the
materials that were produced by the
father and the sons he had trained. The
division of labor was roughly marked,
but the cooperation rooting in family
relationships prevented undue concern
over jurisdictional job disputes. Simi-
larly in the craft guilds of the towns,
the underlying family and communal
structure of daily living shaped work
relationships. Apprentices were mem-
bers of their masters' households, and
journeymen worked in the masters'
shops, so that apprentices, journeymen,
and masters remained intimate in all
their social relationshipis, from the shop

to the community and back, through
all the institutions of mutual aid. The
disciplines by which the child came
gradually to accept the routines of nor-
mal living, as transmitted by home,
church, school, community, encom-
passed the work relationship with all
others that bound man to men.

Division of Living. In sharp contrast
to these earlier conditions in other co-
operative institutions, the division of
labor that has come to characterize
modem work eventually becomes also
a division of living. Is it not indeed a
social datum of arresting significance
that we should now be hailing as an
important discovery the evidence that
njen carry family concerns and other
outside preoccupations into the shop?
The flow of activity binding work and
home and community has been split
into so many separate currents that we
have to reconstruct the "total' situa-
tions, the "total" environments, in
which we function as "total" and
rounded human beings. The authority
in the home and in the community has
lost any visible connection with author-
ity in the shop. Men still work and play
and enter into many group relation-
ships, but not necessarily with the same
people.

We can hardly find it surprising if
such sluicing of the daily flow of living
affects the motivations that shape the
individual's attitude toward his job.
To be sure, the industrial worker, quite
as much as his forebears, labors to pro-
vide for himself and his family, to win
for his children opportunities for im-
proved living that lay beyond his own
reach. But the connection between his
work and these life objectives has be-
come indirect; the pay envelope inter-
venes between these goals and the means
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to satisfy them that are contributed
ultimately by the total economy. Ac-
cordingly, while most men grant intel-
lectually the importance of full pro-
duction, and some establish satisfying
interpersonal relations on the job, few
relate their own work functionally to
the age-old purpose of turning out goods
to supply men's wants. They may en-
visage the objectives of production
clearly in terms of a steadily growing
national output; but, as so often hap-
pens, everybody's business in general
becomes nobody's business in particular.
For the individual it is the pay en-
velope, and not the tangible things he
produces, that constitutes the direct tie
between his own life objectives and the
work bv which he serves them.

Once again, we must not inflate this
statement into the generalization that
shop behavior is shaped exclusively or
even dominantly by pecuniary motiva-
tions. Instead, men bring to the shop,
as we have seen, emotions, sentiments,
and personality problems that often
deflect behavior from the straight lines
of self-interest; they respond to drives
to improve their status on the job; they
form bench groups, whether union or
not, within which curbs on individual
earning power are accepted to protect
the "average" producer; and so on.
None the less, the pecuniary drives
calling forth individual effort in mod-
em industry do fragmentize the pursuit
of the central objective of the economy,
which is to produce the goods needed
to support the people. Although the
pay envelope furnishes each worker his
right of withdrawing goods from the
national output, and although national
output in turn can be increased only by
increasing productivity at the work
level, the individual seldom equates his
own drive for receiving ever more pay

with the communal purpose of produc
ing ever more goods. Instead, in his
daily round of work and life, he finds
that a very different logic seemingly
serves his purposes.

Personification of Negative Senti-
ments in Management. Within the
terms of this individualist logic, more-
over, the manager easily becomes the
target for many suspicions, resentments,
and dissatisfactions. For, however in-
direct the linkage of modern national
production to individual life purposes
via the pay envelope in the chain of
working and living, the junction re-
mains as crucial for each man as it ever
was. Yet, in the eyes of the workers,
management seems to make the major
decisions which determine ultimately
how each one of them fares in the in-
tricate process. Management defines
initially the rates of pay by which spe-
cific job assignments shall be compen-
sated. Management assigns men to
those jobs; management "gives" men
work. Management measures output
and introduces the innovations that in-
crease productivity — to the long-run
benefit of all consumers, perhaps, but
also to the always potential short-run
harm of some workers. And so on.

Management, in a word, potentially
becomes the personification of all that
the worker fears and resents in daily
work, as well as of much that he values
and admires in its over-all results. In
the shop the fears and resentments
naturally exercise the more potent in-
fluence. For there, where the worker
must perform his daily job, manage
ment has so far failed to make divided
labor meaningful — a manifest contri-
bution in a cooperative process of pro-
ducing things his society wants. Instead
the manager has concentrated upon
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"efficiency," without any consideration
of the potential in meaningful satisfy-
ing work and work relationships for
efficiency itself.*

Furthermore, efficiency has generally
seemed limited to technical specializa-
tion, which in turn has made change
the one reliable constant in modern
production, imbedded within the dyna-
mics of technology itself. But the intro-
duction of innovations threatens the
whole security system of the workers
involved — their pride of workmanship,
their interpersonal relationships in the
shop, their pay envelopes. The fears
evoked, even when ultimately proved
groundless, engender resistance and re-
sentment: resistance to the change itself
and resentment against the person who
introduces it. The negative emotions
clustering about change situations once
more are easily projected onto manage-
ment.

Distance between Management and
Workers. Nor does it ease the manager's
resulting difficulties in human relations
that in reality decision-making and
order-giving in modern industrial pro-
duction have become quite as segmented
as its physical labor; division of function
now parallels division of labor. Par-
ticularly as the size of the business en-
terprise increases, authority as well as
the assembly of parts moves down a
line; and orders as well as parts may
come from without the shop quite as
much as from within it. A typical mass
production plant may contain over 300
departments that must be made a co-
ordinated, cooperating whole by that

intricate line of authority. Though the
individual at any level of activity may
entertain an extremely vivid conscious-
ness of his immediate superior, there
are few who can say just where in the
org;anization their real boss functions
or just who and what management
really is.*

Modern industry is thus large-scale.
Of the more than 3,000,000 nonagricul-
tural concerns conducting American
business in 1937, less than 5,000 em-
ployed 40% of the workers. In these
"big" plants, the emotion-fraught de-
cision of just how much each pay en-
velope will hold is handed dov»rn by a
distantly "top" management. The fore-
man may make recommendations re-
garding the worker, the supervisor
regarding the foreman, and so on up;
these recommendations ' may carry
weight; yet final decision will hinge on
"higher-ups," on the provisions of
union contratcts, on the work of staff
executives, and so forth. Thus the most
preg;nant decision in the shop relation-
ship, the rate of pay, also becomes ever
more widely a complex, technically in-
tricate, "time-studied," remotely con-
trolled result of many-layered computa-
tion and of successive computers.

In any authoritarian relationship, of
course, a certain measure of social dis-
tance separates the order-giver from the
order-taker, the one who gives rewards
from the one who receives them. Dis-
tinctions of status further separate those
"above," the "higher-ups," the "supe-
riors," from those "below," the "subor-
dinates," the "ranks" in the shop. In
big business, however, the social dis-

• See also Peter Dnicker, "The Way to Industrial
Peace," Harper's Magazine, Number 1158 (Novem-
ber. 1946), pp. 389-392, for reports on field visits
to plants which were attempting during the

war to counteract the effects of repetitive work.
* Burleigh B. Gardner, Human Retations in In-

dustry (Chicago, Richard D. Irwin, Inc.. 1945), pp.
4-10 and S4-39.
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tance between the workers at the bench
and the bosses at headquarters seems to
he amplified by functional or organiza-
tional distance. A New York office,
where bigname but personally un-
known executives evolve policies that
pass implicit judgment upon the de-
mands of workers in, let us say, the
Middle West is quite readily trans-
formed into a stage of sinister "con-
spiracy," upon which the traditional-
ized hate-images of "Wall Street" and
"monopoly" pursue their "selfish, evil
machinations."

The Workers' Values and Beliefs.
Finally the pattern of conflict is sanc-
tioned by the basic social values of
democracy itself as they have been de-
veloped in our interdependent indus-
trial economy. The factory community
cannot be completely understood apart
from the larger context within which
it functions. The tensions, stresses, and
uncertainties engendered by situations
of change and crisis in that "external"
environment become elements in shop
problems because they are "internal-
ized" in workers —• and executives too
— as anxieties, insecurities, and aggres-
sions. In precisely the same way the
values and beliefs characteristic of
American democracy are brought into
the shop by the men who assimilate
them from the society into which they
are born and in which they are trained
and reared. Each man, that is to say,
brings to his job not only his own out-
side concerns and personality traits but
also, as part indeed of his whole per-

'Thcie have liecn nianv excclltiil c\posilions
rriciuly of [lie ••American Creerr' as a facior in
shaping Aiiiciitan character and behavior. To ciie
a few of Ihc bellcr known, see Ralph H. Gabriel,
Tbe Course of American Thought (New York,
The Ronald Press Ccimpanv, 1940) ; Vernon Louis
Parringion, Main Currents in American Thought

sonality, what we may term his social
character: his concepts of right and
wrong, of just or unjust, of proper life-
goals and proper methods of pursuing
them, of the measures of success and of
failure in achieving them, and so on.

From the standpoint of our present
discussion these cultural systems of
valuation and belief take on a very
special significance. For they overlay
the patterns of cooperation imposed by
technology with patterns of conflict
sanctioned by our individualist society.
This by no means implies that the
"American Creed" affirms only the
strenuous life with its ceaseless struggle
under the spur of personal ambition.'
Instead our systems of values and ideas
regarding all that goes into the good
life produce, too, their mutually incon-
sistent attitudes, their ambivalent senti
ments and drives. Tbe pragmatic ma-
terialist wbo is considered a "typical
American" is also a practical idealist.
It is symptomatic, for instance, that the
American businessman, who became
known as tbe world's most successful
money-maker, became known too as
the world's outstanding private philan
thropist. The progressive common men
who long have fought "monopoly" and
the "money power" have always ad-
mired poor boys who became Rocke-
fellers and Henry Fords — or presidents
of the United States. The people who
so long have set such store upon their
rugged individualism have also been
from their beginnings "a nation of
joiners."

After all the qualifications have been
f\ew York. Harcourt. Brace & Co., 1927-1950);
Merle Curti, The Growth of American Thought
(New York, Harper & Brothers, 1943); Gunnar
Myrdal, An American Dilemma (Fourth Edition,
New York, Harper S: Brothers, 1944) Volume I,
pp., 3-25; Volume II, pp. 1027-1064.
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made, however, this final paradox still
remains: Even as the technical organi-
zation of production has steadily in-
creased the interpendence of man to
men within the chain of daily work, its
social organization by the sanctions of
free enterprise has inclined each indi-
vidual, according to his economic role,
to regard other men far more vividly
as competitors, rivals, "exploiters," or
"outside" union agitators than as fellow-
workers in a cooperative system. The
resulting fissures have run both verti-
cally and horizontally across the or-
ganization of production — among busi-
nessmen for trade, among workers for
jobs, among union leaders for power,
and among businessmen, workers, and
fanners for income — to note only the
largest cleavages.

Industry's Difficulties Not Unique.
Within such a general framework, the
difficulties in the way of promoting
human cooperation in modern indus-
try may with justification appear almost
insuperable. Yet these difficulties con-
front not industry alone but all institu-
tions. The fundamental crisis in human
relations arises from the erosion of
those disciplines that lead the men bom
into any society to accept the various
routines and responsibilities required
to carry on the tasks of daily living."
Such disciplines develop most firmly
and soundly when they are rooted in
the very processes of communal living
that bring man into functional relation-
ships with his fellows. But it is pre-
cisely this kind of hold upon the indi-
vidual that has been to a large degree
impaired in the modem home, church,
community, neighborhood, and school.

Obviously economic institutions can
' Elton Mayo, The Social Probtems of an Indus-

trial Civilization (Boston, Division oE Research,

hardly escape the general tendency.
Instead, we see here demonstrated once
more the "interrelatedness of every-
thing" in social living. Just as in pre
industrial society the authority of family
and church and community carried
over into economic activities because
all social functions and relationships
were closely integrated, so in our own
day the division of labor and living
has weakened the disciplines fostered
through all these basic institutions to
extend into work, as into every other
life routine.

In other words, we may safely recog-
nize once more that these human prob-
lems are characteristic dilemmas of our
time, not a catastrophic breakdown in
industry alone. They pose questions
demanding sober realism, not pessimis-
tic discouragement. We in our genera-
tion must continue the never-ending
quest of man for adapting the indispen-
sable institutional tools for living to-
gether. So it is that in industry the
administrator must meet the tasks of
increasing human participation — and
gratification — in the daily work en-
vironment. In the search for a soufider,
more satisfying community in work, the
improved relationships he seeks to build
undoubtedly differ from those binding
individuals in the family, or the school,
or the neighborhood, or any other in
stitution. To pattern shop relations on
the model of the family represents
really a lag in ideas, a nostalgic yeain-
ing for the idealized simpler days of
our preindustrial forebears. Modern
industry can hardly count upon the
aflectional ties, the close identifications
that repress resentments, the deeply
felt community of purposes and goals
characteristic of the family.

Graduate School of Business Administration, Ha:
vard University, 1945.)
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But if the means for improving shop
relations must be fitted to the particular
environment of modern work, they
must nevertheless contribute to the
building of a work community — to the
conversion of the imposed cooperation
of daily labor into the volitional coop-
erativeness of daily relationships. How
can this be achieved?

The Double-Branched Approach
Perhaps the first need lies in a realis-

tic acceptance of the boundaries to this
effort. In practical terms the adminis-
trator cannot concentrate exclusively
upon promoting cooperation. He must
be prepared also to handle conflict. He
is not floored by manifestations of hos
tility that confront him now and again,
however unexpected and excessive they
may appear. Admittedly any executive
caught within the circle of antagonism
and hate carries a burden of daily
"grief" that at times seems well-nigh
insupportable. Nevertheless, to the de-
gree that he holds steady, showing him-
self imperturbable to provocation and
impersonally prepared to probe even
explosive situations, he succeeds even-
tually in draining off suspicions, fears,
and resentments. As he thus clears the
atmosphere, he also manifestly promotes
cooperation.

By the same token, methods that re-
duce conflict also help promote coopera-
tion; conversely, those that promote
cooperation inevitably reduce and miti-
gate conflict. Though hostilities and
resentments may never be completely
eliminated from shop relations, deal-
ings between management and men can
be moved far toward the beneficent
pole in the range of conflict and cooper-
ation. And while different techniques
are required for minimizing the one
and maximizing the other, advance on

either front inevitably will be reflected
on the other. Let us consider some of
the areas where this double-branched
approach can be put to practical effect.

Relaxing Individual Tensions. The
individual, whether as leader of his
own immediate group in the shop (or
of a larger organized association) or as
follower in the ranks, exerts his inHu
enceupon the activities in which all are
combined. The personal problems,
traits, and sentiments that incline him
at given times and in particular circum
stances toward conflict or cooperation
therefore become continuing compo
nents in the whole task of improving
shop relations. Viewed in this light,
recent developments in the use of the
interview, generally designated as coun-
seling, suggest an administrative tool
worthy of extended testing by the
unions and management alike. The
interview represents an adaptation to
industry of the psychotherapy directed
to people under stress by practitioners
in social work, mental hygiene, and
clinical psychiatry.' There is no need
to review here the requirements of the
interview, the many misconceptions
that easily grow up about its potentiali-
ties, and the need for know-how in its
use if it is to help the troubled, malad-
justed, or disaffected individual attain
insight into the sources of his negative
feelings on the job. Qualifications are
necessary because the interview pro-
cedure does not, of course, invariably
heal the maladjustments toward which
it is directed. But to the degree that
individual tensions are relaxed and in-
dividual anxieties frankly faced, atti-
tudes improve, self-direction supersedes

' F . J. Roethlisberger and W. J. Dickson, "Man-
agement and the Worker" (Cambridge, Massachu-
setts, Harvard University Press, 1959), pp. 189-376.
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drifting on the propulsive currenu of
hostility, and the atmosphere is cleared
for positive cooperation.

But however much the administrator
needs to know about personality diffi-
culties, these can hardly constitute the
focus of his continuing concern. As
the effort to develop a conscious sense
of community among men at work
becomes explicit, group relationships
obviously assume steadily increasing
importance. Recognition of the po-
tential influence of the individual with
his personality traits and his personal
affairs does not thereby decline; but
this individual receives attention pri-
marily as a member of the working
group and a participant in its common
interests. How to make the common in-
terests vividly felt; how to bind the
group as a whole in new identifications
with the tools they use and the products
they turn out together; how to enlarge
the notions of productivity, in the office
as well as at the bench, until they in-
clude all the factors (materials, power,
machines, men) entering into produc-
tion and so into determination of the
stakes and rewards of the cooperating
producers — in such questions lies the
deeper challenge of shop relations.

Building Group Relations. It must
be said at once that very little applicable
research and experimentation has as
yet been directed toward these prob-
lems.* The rudimentary character of
inquiry into this all-important field,
however, makes it possible for the ad-
ministrator to advance our under-
standing of group behavior by his own
specific contributions. Not that he will
take time off. so to speak, to build rela-

tions — once and for all — on a desired
model. Rather will he promote the de-
sired community through the functional
participation of each man in the con-
tinuing activities of the shop. Indeed
the underlying soundness of this com-
munity must constitute a major con-
sideration in every decision he makes.

Let us review what this implies con-
cretely. A summary will suffice since
the details have been covered in the
earlier articles in this series (cf. foot-
note l).

As a union seeks entry into a shop, the
continuing community of supeirvisors
and men passes through the tumult of
the organizing campaign. Beyond that
upheaval lies the resumption of rela-
tionships on a new basis. Hostilities and
rancors do not subside when the cam-
paign formally ends; they linger to in-
flame the dealings out of which the new
order of relationships must grow. The
administrators of both management and
union at that fluid point of transition
can make a conscious choice of the
"new" type of relationship. Should the
changing shop community be molded
by "cracking-down" disciplines imposed
from the top, or should it be built by
training foremen and stewards Itor its
daily dealings, by conference techniques
applied to the problems of these bench
leaders on both sides, by maintiiining
circular channels of communication be-
tween rank and file and varying levels of
leadership? Either is possible.

There is likewise a choice of opposite
courses with the first negotiation, which
may be used either to sharpen the strug-
gle or to help liquidate it. Whether
subsequent negotiations are truly suc-
cessful depends, similarly, not ordy on

'For formative but significant experimenul
work along these lines see the publications of Kurt

Lewin and asiociates at the Institute for Group
Dynamics, Massachusetts Institute of Tecbinology.
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the concrete settlements achieved by
men at the conference table, but also,
and even more important, on the mean-
ingful experience provided for those
who must translate the contractual
provisions into daily relationships.
Throughout the ranks of supervision
from bench foreman up, on the one
side, as throughout the ranks of union
members and their stewards, on the
other, the leaders who actually carry
forward the negotiations must therefore
establish techniques for participation,
for continuing communication, and
for emotional identifications that trans-
form the signed contract into a living
document. The shop "constitution"
then in a very real sense "belongs" to
those who must make it actually work
from day to day.

The will to cooperate promoted by
sucb procedures is something far more
sinewy than the flaccid "goodwill" pre-
sumably created by yielding to de-
mands, by overgenerous giving and
"appeasement." Indeed if the impulses
toward conflict remain active beneath
the surface of the relationships from
which cooperation also must flow, the
outlets provided by the regulated tussles
of negotiating may well prove salutary.
The American at work, as in play and
politics and many other communal
activities, enjoys more what he "wins"
than what he is given; he relishes a
stiff, clean struggle. Hard-boiled ne-
gotiations, with each side putting up
a "good fight" for its position and
yielding when it must with good sports-
manship, may provide the color and
educative participations that furnish
sound releases for the conflict impulses
in shop relations. In the quid pro
quo emerging as terms of contracts,
workers may then be made aware of
the "quids" promised on their side in

return for the "quos," the gains fought
for and won.

Reducing Conflict to Difference
Similarly, grievance procedure provides
an outlet for articulating and draining
off dissatisfactions, and at the same time
it provides cooperative techniques for
settling conflicts over interpretation ot
the contract. Once more the adminis-
trator who recognizes that conflict and
cooperation are always interacting com
ponents of a relationship utilizes the
contractual procedures not only to
handle each specific complaint but also
to advance the underlying sense of com-
munity in the shop. He approaches
such a controversy as he must learn to
deal with all conflict: not hoping to
eliminate it completely from social re-
lationships, not satisfied even with the
great advance of providing established
machinery for peaceful adjudication
by rule and law, but determined also
to reduce conflict to difference — that
is, to disagreement relatively as free as
possible from the hates and hostilities
that engender overt fighting. For dif-
ferences can be adjusted, creatively met
by new inventions in relationships,
accommodated or even compromised
— they are democratic. But hates, hos-
tilities, clashing "principles" can onlv
win completely or lose completely -
they are totalitarianl

To nip these negative feelings, with
their blighting impact upon the shop
community, the possibilities of "pre
vention" in labor relations also merit
administrative consideration. Although
systematic planning of production pro
grams is of course no novelty in most
shops, very seldom does such planning
as yet pass beyond technical and finan
cial factors. Inevitably, however, every
shop change, every policy affects in
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varying ways the men through whom
it must be executed. To the degree,
therefore, that every program takes
social consequences into consideration,
complicating "human" difficulties may
be averted.

Such planning is facilitated by recog-
nition of the recurrent friction pioints,
the underlying factors in daily dealings
that especially require careful atten-
tion. Granted that the particular form
of problem-situations may differ from
shop to shop and from time to time,
thai the context for shop behavior is
unique, uniform factors do combine
recurrently in each case and so can be
isolated and classified for precautionary
consideration. Thus the administrator
who must introduce a change does well
to be forewarned against the anxieties,
and thus against the resentment and
resistance, that he may meet among the
workers. He looks for such negative
sentiments at the point where job con-
tent may be in any way altered, where
wage schedules may require adjustment,
where interpersonal relations at the
bench may be affected. He faces them
frankly with the leaders of the men —
union leaders and informal group
leaders alike. If among the workers
afiEected there is an individual prone to
"gripes" or rigidly set in his shop ways,
he is marked for watchfulness as a po-
tential articulator of simmering g[roup
fears. These groups at the bench also
may prove themselves instruments of
resistance — or, if properly handled, of
cooperation.

Handling the Residual Fighting as
Calculated Risks. Yet however suc-
cessful such techniques for confining
conflict-situations within the bounds of
"difference," however effective the
planning to prevent and forestall con-

flirt, the programs of labor relations
must also include methods for handling
open eruptions. Needless to say, these
eruptions — strikes, walkouts, hostili-
ties, sloiw-downs, and the like —consti-
tute end-results in behavior that must
be related to all the underlying factors
which generate them. But in the typical
framework of present-day shop rela-
tionships, the leaders both on the man-
agement side and on the union side
inevitably face now and again decisions
on such "end-result" conflicts: Have
joint dealings, in a word, reached a
point where it is better to face a show-
down, to submit the developing differ-
ences to a test of force?

In this decision, too, the leader ap-
praises all the risks involved. .To the
recognized considerations of costs and
public relations and the chances of
victory, he applies a realistic jud^rment
upon the impact of the fight on the
shop community. Before the "fight,"
and during it as well, he keeps in mind
always the continuing community of
men at work. Ultimately the men on
the opposite sides of the picket lines
will be working tc^ether once more;
the strategies of the fight, accordingly,
should not evoke hostilities so bitter
that they cannot find release in the
legitimate outleu of union action. The
reminder from the steel strike front in
1946 that "we've got to live with those
men after the strike" might well be-
come the test for all fighting techniques.

Positive Promotion of Cooperation
As thinking on shop relations is thus

brought to the area of daily practice, it
may app«ir that an inordinate number
of these suggestions are directed to the
problems of conflict. What about the
promotion of cooperation? Let us ac-
cept the fact that these two forms of
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behavior are always interrelated. Let
us grant that effective handling of con-
flict moves the whole shop community
along the range of relationships toward
its more beneficent, cooperative pole.
Are we not, by these emphases on tech-
niques for handling conflict, still rele-
gating cooperation purely to the role of
a kind of by-product, of a desired objec-
tive that will be realized more or less
automatically as conflict is reduced and
to the degree that it is reduced?

If the ultimate answer is unequivo-
cably "no," the immediate situation re-
quires a realistic admission: However
deplorable the fact, it remains none the
less true that forces tending toward
conflict and ferment now dominate
labor relationships in the United States.
Though potent historic and social
causes underlie this situation, no reali-
zation of causes mitigates the gravity of
the results with which we must now
deal. The administrator who must
grapple with them from day to- day in
his job of producing goods may justi-
fiably ask whether cooperation in the
present industrial scene is not squarely
up to the other side.

As long as the unions exhibit the
militancy of their current programs —
whether that militancy be a product of
union rivalries, external pressures, fer-
ment in the ranks, the character of
leadership, or sectarian left-wing phi-
losophy — is not management best ad-
vised to structure relationships frankly
on conflict patterns? Must it not seek
restraining laws, contractual safeguards
against infringements upon "manage-
ment's rights to manage," punitive
rules to assure observance of signed
agreements, rigorously strict construc-
tion of contractual terms, and so on, in
a sort of constant rearguard action
against the surging but also divided

ranks of organized labor? How can the
manager concern himself with building
a cooperative shop community when so
much in the dominating national scene
seems rigged against such a community;
when he cannot under the interpreta
tions of the Wagner Act even yet com
municate freely with his men, because
the law that restrains him is still ori
ented toward the long days of conflict
over rights now strongly secured and
widely established?

We return again here, however, to
the point from which we started: Other
alternatives lie before us precisely be
cause industrial relations are in process
of transition. We find ourselves after
the productive achievements of the wat
years in a period of impasse. The im
passe may be trying; nevertheless, we
are not in an era of crystallized decision
Everything still remains fluid in shop
relationships; hence the continuing
need of improved techniques for ban
dling and reducing conflict coexists
with the urgency of exploring methods
for consciously promoting cooperation
among men at work. If conflict situa
tions still seem to mobilize more posi
tive responses in industrial behavioi
than does cooperation, this does noi
mean only that we must learn how to
handle or "prohibit" conflict. We ma>
also investigate the possibilities of mak
ing cooperation in industry something
as active, exacting, and tangibly reward
ing as the traditional "fight" for the
causes and demands in which men
believe.

Cooperation Must Be as Active as
Conflict. Manifestly this phase of the
double-branched approach toward im
proving labor relations is the more
diflicult. To recognize that effective
cooperation in industry cannot be a
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passive thing, a mere absence of confiict,
undoubtedly constitutes a prerequisite
to its promotion; but the concrete
operations by which such theoretical
recognition may become actual practice
remain to be devised. Just how are men
at work to be bound by a common
interest in common goals?

The very paucity even of clues to the
answer intensifies the natural reliance
on still more discipline. The coopera-
tion already imposed by the machine,
and by management, will now be im-
posed again by restrictive laws, or union
responsibility, or aroused public opin-
ion. Yet disciplines thus imposed from
the top, or from without, on individuals
and groups yield only formal obedience,
and only for a time; they never yield
real cooperativeness. The typical Amer-
ican worker, as we know him, does not
submit easily to threats without the re-
sentments, reservations, and hostilities
that finally find their own expression in
"beating the game." His real coopera-
tion is enlisted only through concrete
activities — in industry as everywhere —
tied to goals he feels vividly as his own.

Cooperation in industry, perhaps un-
like virtue in everyday living, cannot
be left to be "its own reward." The
industrial conflicts that absorb men's
feelings so readily are, let us remember,
tied up with immediate gains. After a
strike the worker finds more in his pay
envelope if he wins; he takes the risks
and costs in terms of that potential
gain. Adverse possibilities in price
movements or influence on employment
remain dimly "long run." The benefi-
cent results of cooperation have yet
to be translated similarly into con-
cretely immediate and tang;ible terms.

'Joseph Snider, The Guarantee of Work and
Wages (Boston, Division of Research, Harvard
Business School, •947); also "Management's Ap-

They have still to be powered by
equally vivid emotions and clearly
directed drives.

That is why broad-based industrial
programs too must be weighed, not only
for their economic but also for their
psycho-social consequences. Consider,
for insunce, the annual wage. Thus far
this growingly attractive demand in the
union program has been discussed pre-
dominantly in economic terms. But we
cannot limit consideration of any in-
dustrial device involving human beings
solely to its economic implications. Per-
haps we need the annual wage for other
reasons.* Must we not stop to ask our-
selves how much cooperation we may
fairly exf>ect, or how much loyalty, from
men who by and large are hourly rated
workers, hired and paid on a "short-
run" basis? We must of course be real-
istic about all the difficulties confronting
industrial establishments in introduc-
ing any program of guaranteed earnings
for employees; must we not be realistic
too about the expectations we entertain
regarding the sentiments and relation-
ships men develop within a shop com-
munity in which they are the expend-
ables?

Strengthening the Communal En-
vironment. That is also why the pro-
motion of cooperation reaches l>eyond
the shop. For if cooperation in industry
has failed in part at least because all
social bonds have been to some degree
eroded, if discipline is firmest when it
is integral — a part of the individual's
own code of rights and responsibilities
as a member of his community — then
obviously the relation between work
and citizenship must be restonrd. In

proach to the Annual Wage," Harvard Business
Review, Volume XXIV, Number 3 (Spring, 1946),
p- 3S6.
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fact, in some New England towns the
teamwork between management and
men in the shop clearly reflects their
teamwork as fellow citizens in joint ac-
tivities on town committees. In the
same way the turbulent relationships
of Detroit's automotive plants may re-
flect the newness, the lack of an inte-
grated communal life among a citizenry
drawn from every quarter of the coun
try by the lure of the new industry. It
is naive to expect healthy relationships
within the factory gates if pathology
deforms human relations in the sur-
rounding community. A plant does not
operate in a social vacuum. We need
badly, all of us, to get to work as citi-
zens: to develop the good society in our
respective towns and urhan communi-
ties through common activities such as
comunity funds, councils of social
agencies, civic centers, sound govern-
ment.

Morality, like peace, is indivisible.
Discipline inheres in such a morality,
in the codes of what is "good" and
"right" behavior that grow out of the
totality of activities engaging the indi-
vidual in his family, his-church, his
club, his union, and his job. Fortu-
nately these communal codes contain
common objectives that transcend eco-
nomic, religious, racial, and social lines.
Management, union, and men can truly
cooperate to make their town or urban
community one of which they all can
be proud, one in which they are glad
to rear their children. And to the extent
that they cooperate as citizens, they also
cooperate as workers turning out the
goods their community needs.

The Challenge for Unions. The
areas open for exploration in the quest
for cooperation indicate not only the
complexity of the task but also the di

mensions of the opportunity. Though
the quest demands the active concern
of management and unions alike, the
unions today face the sterner challenge.
For while they too generally make
obeisance to cooperation, potent factors
tend still to focus union policy upon
conflict issues. Neither management
nor union leaders, of course, can mini
mize the valid differences continuously
existing between them in the range of
shop relations. But as union power
grows, no issue should be viewed solely
as "difference"; instead the concomi-
tance of conflict and cooperation must
be probed in every situation.

Consider, for instance, the tradi
tional struggle over the division of the
"take," not only in the economy as a
whole but in each individual shop.
The far-seeing labor leader soon must
recognize that cooperation as well as
conflict can serve his goal of winning
ever greater gains for his members. He
must find ways of persuading those
members that their entirely legitimate
objective of "more" can be advanced
not only through increasing their par
ticular share in the whole to be divided
but also by steadily augmenting that
whole — a goal in which each and every
participant in producing goods or
services plays a part. In Russia and
Britain union leaders are urging this re
sponsibility on their members through
a party speaking each in its character-
istic way for the working class that has
become the "government." It remains
to be seen whether our American unions
can find their own characteristic meth-
ods for making the same essential am-
plification of policy while operating in
the system of private ownership to
which the majority of them still profess
allegiance.

But this need for new integrations
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in the unions' program is hampered by
the intrinsic forces that make the local
shop community a minor item on the
total calendar of union leaders. While
it is true that typical American union-
ism today is not class conscious, the very
origins and history of organized labor
have cast its policies dominantly in
national formats. Indeed today unions
concentrate ever more on wide-reach-
ing economic issues — on "full em-
ployment," on "social security," on the
annual wage, on uniform national
agreements. Every policy that union
leaders formulate, however, evokes the
responses, .sentiments, and feelings that
either promote cooperation or stir con-
Bict in each local i^op community.

Now, there can be no question that
sound shop relations require a soundly
functioning economy and advancing
living standards. Such national tenden-
cies in the union program, therefore,
reflect in part merely a realistic ap-
praisal of the general drift of social re-
lationships in our large-scale, interde-
pendent, and centralizing society. But
they derive also from organized labor's
historic character as a protest move-
ment. For these traditional protests
yield social equations for individual
and group wants; they identify special
gain with national welfare. Such gen-
eralized formulations — as, for instance,
the purchasing power theory and the
day of the common man — in turn pro-
vide the "principles" that rationalize
and inflate the very concrete differences
rising among management and men in
each shop. Thereby they also set them
one against the other in antagonisms
that become "righteous" as well as bel-
ligerent.

Within the labor movement, more-
over, each labor leader quite under-
standably wishes to make his union a

cohesive social organization buttressed
by the staunch loyalties of its members.
In such a quest any constituent shop
community as such may appear a threat
to the larger allegiance. Again, the
rivalries within organized labor add
further momentum to the emphasis
upon specific union loyalties; they be-
come instruments in the many-faceted
drive for union power. Accordingly,
each leader concentrates upon building
loyalties to his union as such, rather
than to the constituent productive com-
munity as such — and even more specifi-
cally to himself as against union rivals.

Solution at the Work Level
Managerial habits of thought, of

course, tend to show the impress of
supra-shop considerations — of markets,
competitive costs, and technological de-
velopments — but they never can be
really divorced from the problems of
producing goods or services in individ-
ual shops or mills or stores. The union
leader, even when he gives the actual
"grass-roots" shop his attention, tends
to manifest his concern through efforts
to satisfy a generalized "union member-
ship" that contributes to the "strength"
of the national organization in dealings
with employers on the one side and
union rivals on the other.

In these terms, conflict issues unfor-
tunately still evoke riiore readily the
drama and sense of involvement that
wins wide union membership interest.
That is the very reason why the grzss-
roots shop, as a unique community of
working individuals, must demand
ever-increasing attention from the man-
ager and the union leader who desire
to preserve a free American society
through these times of upheaval and
revolution. For only by building shop
relationships so that they simultane-
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ously promote cooperation and reduce
conflict within the wider frame of col-
lective dealings, so that they meet simul-
taneously the disciplined requirements
of production and the human require-
ments of democracy — only thus can de-
mocracy itself survive.

But if these tasks of human relations
stand challengingly before us, they
need not by that token put us on the
defensive. Rooting deep in the human
endowment, conflict constitutes beyond
doubt a heavy component in the rela-
tionships of every society. As such it
must be accepted, not damned, not pro-
hibited (as if that were really possible),
not legislated away. The totalitarians
of right or left have yet to prove that
their prohibitions against the familiar
conflicts in industry yield any com-
pletely cooperative-minded peoples. It
is almost impossible to know just how
their workers react on the daily job
behind the "iron curtain" forged by
secrecy and propaganda. But this much
at least can be said: Their exploitation

of class and their foreign aggressions
indicate that the human capacity for
hostility in totalitarian societies has
thus far been given other and more
dangerous outlets.

The strengthening of the grass-roots
shop, where men at work interact in
conflict and cooperation, thus belongs
to the whole problem of participation
in democratic society. The strong
counterdrifts are not hard to trace ~
the currents heading an infinitely com
plex, perplexing era toward centrali-
zation of power in political government,
business management, and social or
ganization. Totalitarianism in its vari
ous guises can discipline, purge, and
manipulate; but democracy everywhere
requires participation and self-regale
tion. Even as we must learn how to oper
ate an interdependent national economy
in an interdependent world, we must
learn also how to decentralize adminis-
tration so that each constituent individ
ual can feel himself effectively part of
the total job of modern living together.






